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Abstract
In automakers’ never-ending quest to reduce emissions and improve performance, the tur-
bocharger represents a major step in advancing these goals. By repurposing waste exhaust
and compressing the air intake, they are able to increase overall power. One critical control
loop in the turbocharger is control of boost pressure via the wastegate. This is a highly
nonlinear process and experimental data has shown that a gain-scheduled PID (propor-
tional integral derivative) controller developed with IMC (internal model control) tuning
methodology is an effective means to control boost pressure. Motivated by this successful
implementation of IMC-PID tuning in the automotive world, this work hopes to extend
and analyze that framework.
Traditionally, the success of an IMC controller depends on the accuracy of the plant
model. This research challenges this view and investigates using IMC with a gain-integrator-
delay (GID) model identified at a critical frequency, regardless of the actual plant. The
GID model is useful because of its simplicity to characterize and its ability to be translated
to the ubiquitous PID controller easily. Three design techniques are developed: (1) design
for post-hoc tuning, (2) design for closed loop bandwidth, and (3) design for phase margin.
In addition, these techniques are investigated via a Monte Carlo simulation to determine
efficacy for when there exists plant/model mismatch. Finally, the three techniques are
applied to control the speed of an inertia disk on the Quanser QUBETM Servo 2 device.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Today’s automakers are following a trend of downsizing their engines to create more and
more fuel efficient cars. Increased fuel efficiency comes at the expense of a reduction of en-
gine output power. One of the key components to mitigate these losses is the turbocharger.
These devices are used to recapture and re-purpose the engine’s exhaust thereby increasing
overall fuel efficiency (and reducing CO2 emissions) without giving up the significant en-
gine output power associated with a more fuel-efficient car. These devices utilize exhaust
gasses to spin a turbine which powers a compressor which then compresses the air intake,
and this forces more air (and fuel) into the engine, creating more power.
The two major actuators of this system are the throttle, which controls air intake to
the engine, and the wastegate, which controls the boost pressure (or the pressure at the
throttle inlet). To output a desired power, the air intake to the engine (throttle actuation)
must be delicately balanced with the wastegate actuation. The original genesis of the
problem researched in this thesis is the control of boost pressure via the wastegate. The
industry standard control topology is a PID controller with scheduled gains [1].
Wastegate control is difficult due to many nonlinearities present in the engine [2,3], as
well as the fact that optimal gain scheduling is a labor-intensive process for the calibrator,
as modifying the three PID tuning parameters to their desired values (at multiple operating
regions) is nontrivial.
With that in mind, this research presents a novel design process to make it much easier
to obtain these PID gains. The standard IMC (internal model control) framework naturally
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allows for single-parameter tuning, however, instead of a high-fidelity plant model, a much
simpler gain-integrator-delay (GID) model is used in this work. The novelty lies not in the
use of this particular model, but in how its parameters are characterized. Was it possible
the previous validated success of this design process was a fluke, or can this technique
perform well in general, for plants not similar to integrators? In addition, is it possible to
design for classical control system metrics, like bandwidth or phase margin? This research
hopes to investigate and analyze these questions.
1.2 Prior Work: IMC-PID tuning
PID control has its origins in the 1930s [4], and the number of papers about PID control
is very quickly approaching the number of stars in the known universe. These ubiquitous
controllers are extremely effective for many applications. A summary of major findings
can be found in [5–7].
Once the control engineer decides to use a PID-based topology, the next biggest step
is in deciding how to tune the operating parameters, or gains, of the controller. The most
famous of these tuning methods is the Ziegler-Nichols method, which results in aggressive
gain and overshoot but great disturbance rejection [8]. Other popular methods are the
Cohen-Coon method [9], the Tyreus-Luyben method [10], and IMC-based tuning [11].
These methods are compared against each other in [12].
This work utilizes the IMC-based method of obtaining PID gains, introduced in [11].
IMC is particularly useful for gain-scheduling due to its tuning parameter(s) trading off
speed with robustness. A background of IMC theory can be found in [13–16] and has been
widely used in practice, most notably in the process industry [17–24].
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1.3 Prior Work: Boost Pressure Control
Boost pressure control via the wastegate actuator is a much-studied topic in the literature
[25–32]. IMC to get PID gains is a popular solution path for this problem, and most of
the work done in this space is with respect to applying clever new tools to create better
IMC models. For example, in [29], parameter estimation is used in conjunction with
the certainty equivalence principle to simultaneously identify the plant and inverse plant
dynamics (a more accurate means of identifying the IMC framework). The LTI IMC tools
are expanded to nonlinear systems in [31] through developing a novel quasi-LPV (linear
parameter varying) model. Further, a complex mean value model for the wastegate is
developed in [32] using three submodels. In general, these approaches show the use of
high-fidelity models produces predictably good results. This thesis is concerned with the
use of a notably non high-fidelity model, the GID.
With that in mind, much IMC-based work has indeed been done with respect to model
reduction [33–36], the use of lower-order models [37–39], and most relevantly to this work,
the control of integrating processes [40–42].
The research proposed in this work is most similar to the work in [43], but this research’s
approach does not require knowledge of the process dynamics (but does require the physical
process), is not based on an approximation (and is exact around a designed frequency),
and can be quickly implemented in a calibration setting. In addition, the novelty here is
not the use of a GID model (or in the literature sometimes referred to a IPD - integrating
plus dead time), rather, it is how the GID’s parameters are characterized (the interim step)
and how the eventual PID controller is tuned (the final step). For a full description of the
3
process, see Section 3.
1.4 Summary of Contributions and Outline of Thesis
This thesis will do (3) major things. After providing a background of PID and IMC
methods in Section 2, the novel approach to designing the GID model’s parameters will
be developed, in Section 3. In particular, the GID model is matched to the plant around
a frequency, ω0, with the option to design for: post-hoc tuning, closed-loop bandwidth,
or phase margin. The first design approach was developed in order to give the system
calibrator flexibility in shaping the response of the system. The latter two approaches were
developed to guarantee useful metrics for the system. The innovation of this research lies
here: the unique design of the IMC filter to enact these design approaches in conjunction
with system characterization around an ω0 is what is novel.
Next, these three design approaches are investigated via Monte Carlo analysis when
there exists plant/model mismatch, to see if this general technique can be applied to plants
not similar to the wastegate, in Section 4. Third, the three approaches are applied to a
physical system, the QUBETM servo-2, in Section 5. The goal here is to experimentally
validate the Monte Carlo analysis, confirming that the design techniques can be applied in
general.
Finally, future work and a summary are presented in Section 6.
4
2 Review of IMC-PID methods
2.1 Proportional-Integrative-Derivative (PID) Control
Consider the following standard unity-feedback system:
Figure 1: LTI system with feedback, where C(s) is the designed controller, P (s) is the plant or
process, R(s) is the reference signal, and Y (s) is the system output. This will be referred to as the
classical feedback structure.
For this system, R(s) is considered the reference or input, and Y (s) is the output. P (s)
is known as the plant or process; the thing whose behavior will be controlled by C(s), the
controller.
The typical goal of a control system is to design a controller in order to manage or
modify the behavior of the plant so that the reference signal is tracked. This work will
utilize the PID framework, shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2: PID controlled system. Note the derivative term has an augmented filter, 1T0s+1 . This
is to combat the issues associated with sensor noise.
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This figure introduces a new signal, E = R−Y . This is known as the error signal, and
each of these gains can be thought about as applying a different multiplying factor of the
error to the plant. The proportional gain applies a linear scaling factor to the error signal.
The integral term, Kis increases not only with the error signal, but also as a function of
the time for which the error has persisted. If the goal is to track a step reference, then at
least one integrator (Kis ) is required in the open loop transfer function, P (s)C(s).
Finally, there’s the derivative action, Kds, which is oftentimes accompanied by the
first-order filter, 1T0s+1 . This is because the D controller takes into consideration the rate
of change of the error, and is a limiting factor on overshoot. Without this filter (and ample
sensor noise, i.e. the feedback signal is not accurate or smooth), the resulting control action
will be noisy and undesirable. For a more thorough background on general PID theory, see
Ch. 4.3 of [44].
Note that there exist countless tweaks and alterations to this classical PID structure,
such as adding a pre-filter to modify the system’s bandwidth [45], adding feedforward action
to the full structure [46], or adding logic to prevent integrator wind-up caused by actuator
saturation [47]. In order to allow for the most general use of the techniques proposed in
this work, I will assume the classical structure as described in Figures 1, 2.
2.2 Internal Model Control (IMC)
IMC theory presents a different approach to controller design - instead of designing a
controller to a plant; a plant model is directly incorporated into the controller and feedback
loop. This general structure is visualized in Figure 3. Within this structure, two new blocks
are introduced: Pˆ (s), the plant model, and Q(s), the IMC design parameter.
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Figure 3: IMC system for plant P (s) and plant model Pˆ (s). Term Q(s) contains the model
inversion term and a design filter term.
Notice how the error signal is now a function of the difference between the plant and
the plant model; this is why model fidelity is so important; the conventional (and indeed
literature-proven) wisdom is that the better the model, the better the controller with IMC.
This will not be the case for the GID-based design methods in this work, as we are assuming
a non-accurate model from the get-go. Moreover, part of the contribution of this work is
to show that a good model of the process is not needed to achieve good performance.
Also note that the standard IMC structure can be used as a feedback control system
in of itself, but for this work (and many others), IMC is a means to an end: the eventual
goal is a PID controller, and through rearranging of blocks, the classical control structure
can be obtained, in Figure 1, where:
C(s) =
Q(s)
1−Q(s)Pˆ (s) . (1)
The goal of IMC is to select Q(s) to minimize the H2 norm of the tracking error,
‖e‖2 [13]. To accomplish this, decompose Pˆ (s) into:
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Pˆ (s) = PˆA(s)PˆM (s),
where PˆA(s) is an all-pass transfer function that contains all delays and non-minimum
phase zeros of Pˆ (s), and PˆM contains the rest of the (minimum-phase) dynamics. It can
be shown that [13] the following is the optimal choice of Q(s) that minimizes ‖e‖2 (for a
unit step reference):
Q(s) = Pˆ−1M (s).
In practice, the above Q(s) cannot be implemented because it is typically improper,
and it does not have proper high frequency roll-off properties required for robustness. For
these reasons, Q(s) is typically augmented with a low-pass filter, F (s):
Q(s) = Pˆ−1M (s)F (s). (2)
The filter F (s) is typically chosen to be strictly proper with a unity dc-gain. Note that
with this filter, the IMC controller is not H2-optimal. However, if F has sufficiently large
bandwidth, then the filter’s effects are negligible and the controller will be close to optimal.
With Q(s) in (2) and C(s) in (1), the closed-loop transfer function from R to Y is given
by:
Tcl(s) :=
P (s)C(s)
1 + P (s)C(s)
=
PPˆ−1M F
1 + F (PPˆ−1M − PˆA)
. (3)
Assuming the plant model is accurate (i.e., P (s) = Pˆ (s)), the closed-loop transfer function
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becomes:
Tcl(s) = PˆA(s)F (s), (4)
which is directly proportional to F (s). Thus, the parameter(s) of F (s) are typically tuned
to trade-off performance (i.e. bandwidth) and robustness (i.e. margins).
2.3 System Characterization
Before introducing the control scheme, it is important to describe the major assumption
required for its use. First and foremost, because the technique is extracting information
from the real-life plant, access to the plant is required. Next a system characterization
(sometimes known as system identification) technique needs to be performed, of which
there are numerous time-domain and frequency-domain methods [5, 48, 49]. More modern
techniques use bleeding-edge technology like neural networks [50], and genetic algorithms
[51].
One such frequency-domain based, system-calibrator-friendly method of system char-
acterization (which has been utilized by the previous experimental implementation of these
design methods) is the relay-feedback experiment. Here, a bounded square-wave is intro-
duced in place of the controller and pertinent information can be extracted from the plant
output (another bounded waveform). The output waveform’s amplitude and frequency are
determined by the system dynamics [52]. For the analysis sections of this thesis, the data
from system characterization is presumed to be known, and in the experimental section,
a simpler approach of inputing a sinusoid and measuring the output sinusoid’s gain and
phase is used.
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3 GID-based IMC-PID design
In short, the user has (3) general design options, (1) design for post-hoc tuning, (2) design
for closed-loop bandwidth, or (3) design for phase margin. Depending on this choice, the
two design parameters, ω0, the frequency at which to match the GID model to the actual
plant, and γ, the IMC tuning parameter contained in Q(s) (to be introduced) are either
chosen directly or indirectly for the user.
3.1 General Methods
To begin, the gain-integrator-delay (GID) structure is assumed for the plant model:
Pˆ (s) =
KGID
s
e−Tds, (5)
and model parameters KGID and Td are chosen so that P (jω0) = Pˆ (jω0), where ω0 is
the frequency at which the plant is matched to the plant model. In other words,
KGID = ω0|P (jω0)|, (6)
Td =
1
ω0
(
−6 P (jω0)− pi
2
)
. (7)
This specific plant model is useful for two major reasons: first, in conjunction with
the filter, F (s), this model results in a 2nd order controller, C(s) (in the sense of the
classical feedback structure), which allows it to be easily translated to existing PID archi-
tecture. Secondly, its two degrees of freedom are easy to determine in the sense of system
characterization.
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Next, the following structure for Q(s) is developed:
Q(s) =
s
KGID
F (s) (8)
Note the omission of the delay in Pˆ (s), as delays are not invertible for causal systems
analysis. Using this filter, the final IMC controller can be derived:
C(s) =
Q(s)
1−Q(s)Pˆ (s) =
1
KGID
(
sF (s)
1− F (s)e−Tds
)
. (9)
Note the delay in C(s) here comes from the direct use of Pˆ (s).
The filter, F (s) now needs to be designed to convert this controller to a PID. This
provides two major design constraints: (1) a pole must be introduced at s = 0 while
cancelling the existing zero at s = 0, and (2) the infinite-dimension exponential needs to
be eliminated.
To ensure that the controller indeed has a pole at s = 0, we must select F (s) such that
the denominator
(
1− F (s)e−Tds) has two roots at s = 0, one to cancel the zero and the
other to introduce an integrator. To ensure a repeated root at s = 0, the denominator
must satisfy dds(1 − F (s)e−Tds)|s=0 = 0, which can be simplified to F ′(0) − TdF (0) = 0,
where ′ denotes the derivative with respect to s. F must satisfy F (0) = 1 or unity dc
gain (from Section 2.2), so the above condition becomes F ′(0) = Td. A first order, strictly
proper filter cannot satisfy these conditions. Thus, the following novel second-order filter
is selected:
F (s) =
βs+ 1
(αs+ 1)2
, (10)
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where α is a free parameter, and β must be selected such that β = 2α + Td to create 2
poles at s = 0.
To eliminate the exponential, the first-order Pade´ approximant is used:
e−Tds ≈
−Td
2 s+ 1
Td
2 s+ 1
. (11)
Combining these two design constraints yields the following controller (in terms of the
classical structure):
C(s) =
1
KGID
 (βs+ 1)(Td2 s+ 1)
s
(
α2Td
2 s+ α
2 + 2αTd +
T 2d
2
)
 . (12)
Finally, to obtain the PID controller gains, simply match coefficients to the standard
PID transfer function form:
CPID(s) = Kp +
Ki
s
+
Kds
T0s+ 1
=
s2(KpT0 +Kd) + s(Kp +KiT0) +Ki
s(T0s+ 1)
.
(13)
This mapping yields the following formulas for the PID gains:
Ki =
1
Kη
,
Kp =
1
Kη
(β +
Td
2
− T0),
Kd =
1
Kη
(T 20 − T0(β +
Td
2
) +
βTd
2
),
T0 = α
2Td
2η
,
(14)
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where η = α2 + 2αTd +
T 2d
2 .
The only remaining issue is the selection of the free parameter α. In order to greatly
simplify the analysis, let α = γTd, where γ is a constant. To show why this implementation
is useful, substitute α = γTd in the expression for the filter F (s) (10) to obtain the frequency
response:
F (jω) =
(2γ + 1)Tds+ 1
(γTds+ 1)2
∣∣∣∣∣
s=jω
=
(2γ + 1)(ωTd)j + 1
(γ(ωTd)j + 1)2
.
Note that in this expression, ωTd appear together. The same observation can be made for
the Pade´ approximation (11). This allows for introducing the change of variable ω′ = ωTd,
which removes Td from the closed-loop transfer function and allows for analysis purely as
a function of γ, which allows for single parameter tuning, and will become more useful in
the next section. With this substitution, the PID gains become:
Kp =
1
KGIDTd
(
8γ3 + 20γ2 + 16γ + 3
(2γ2 + 4γ + 1)2
)
,
Ki =
1
KGIDT 2d
(
2
2γ2 + 4γ + 1
)
,
Kd =
1
KGID
(
(4γ2 + 5γ + 1)2
(2γ2 + 4γ + 1)3
)
,
T0 = Td
(
γ2
2γ2 + 4γ + 1
)
.
(15)
3.2 Theoretical Case and Metrics for Analysis
The goal of this section is to introduce what I call the theoretical or perfect IMC case of a
GID plant with a GID plant model, i.e. P (s) = Pˆ (s). This will serve as the standard of
comparison for the plant/model mismatch analysis, as the best-case use of IMC is when
the plant and model are identical. Utilizing the theoretical IMC topology, certain metrics
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can be established in order to quantify the success of the design technique.
The three major metrics looked at in this research are phase margin (PM), gain mar-
gin (GM), and closed-loop bandwidth (BW). Margins help determine the overall system’s
stability and likelihood of going unstable if gain or phase (i.e. delay) is injected into the
system (higher is better, and negative margins indicate instability).
Phase margin is measured at the gain crossover frequency, ωgc, or when the open-loop
Bode plot has a gain of 1 (0dB), with the following value:
PM = 180◦ + 6 P (jωgc),
where 6 P (jωgc) is negative for practical systems.
Gain margin is measured at the phase crossover frequency, ωcp, or when the open-loop
Bode plot has a phase of -180◦, with the following value:
GM =
1
|P (jωcp)| .
Bandwidth corresponds to the speed of a system, typically higher is better. This is
measured as the first crossing of -3dB in the closed-loop Bode plot. For more informa-
tion/derivations regarding margins and bandwidth, see [44].
Below are figures of the previously mentioned metrics vs. the tuning parameter, γ, for
the theoretical case. These were generated by setting P (s) = Pˆ (s) = KGIDs e
−sTd , utilizing
the change of variables ω′ = ωTd, and using substitution α = γTd. This makes the open-
loop transfer function independent of Td and KGID (recall the use of a model inversion
14
term in the open-loop transfer function eliminating the KGID).
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Figure 4: Theoretical phase margins for varying γ. A close fit is given by PM ≈ 67.42 −
39.53e−0.298γ , with R2 value of 0.999.
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Figure 5: Theoretical gain margins for varying γ. A close fit is given by GM ≈ 22.75 −
20.53e−0.163γ , with R2 value of 0.999.
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Figure 6: Theoretical product of closed-loop bandwidth and Td. This was done to generalize the
results regardless of the system. A close fit is given by ωBWTd ≈ −0.086 + 3.29/γ, with R2 value
of 0.998.
There are a couple key takeaways from these plots. First, margins increase and band-
width decreases monotonically as γ increases, allowing for single parameter tuning. Also,
a fundamental limitation of control is revealed: the system cannot be made too fast if the
system must at the same time be robust (which agrees with standard control theory).
3.3 Analysis of the Pade´ Approximation
Recall from Section 2.2 that an ideal IMC controller minimizes the H2 norm of the tracking
error ‖e‖2. In reality, Q(s) must be augmented with the low-pass filter F (s), which no
longer is H2-optimal. However, if the bandwidth of F (s) is large, its effect will be negligible.
Using similar reasoning, the GID-based IMC controller developed in Section 3.1 is not
optimal because of the filter F (s) and, additionally, because of the Pade´ approximation.
This section will study the impact of γ on the optimality of the IMC controller, in terms
of this approximation.
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To begin, note that the Pade´ approximation, (11), and the exponential, e−jωTd , have
the same gain at each ω, but different phases. Thus, let the phase error, θ, be defined by
the difference in their phases:
θ = −2atan
(
ωTd
2
)
+ ωTd.
Note that, similar to Section 3.2, ωTd appears in the above expression as a product. Hence,
θ is a function of ωTd. Note also that the y-axis of Figure 6 is ωBWTd. Hence, at ω = ωBW
(the measured 3dB bandwidth), θ can be expressed explicitly as a function of γ, by inverting
the function in Figure 6 and using the above expression for θ. The result is illustrated in
Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Error of the Pade´ approximantion’s phase as a function of γ.
From this, it is evident that the larger the γ, the smaller the error in the Pade´ approx-
imation at the closed-loop bandwidth (and, consequently, at all lower frequencies).
We can now combine the above ideas: the larger the value of γ, the better the accuracy
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of the Pade´ approximation and the closer the resulting controller is to optimal.
3.4 Design Approach (DA) 1: Design for Post-hoc Tuning
The idea with this approach is to give the most flexibility to the end user, and this approach
is the only method that allows for modification of the controller post-implementation.
First, the plant’s phase crossover frequency, ωcp, is determined. This frequency occurs
when the phase of the plant is −180◦, and is associated with the point where any more phase
(lag, or delay) will produce instability. This can be done through the Ziegler-Nichols tuning
method [8], wherein, a proportional controller is used in tandem with the system and the
proportional gain is increased until sustained oscillations occur at the output, indicating
the cusp of instability. The period of these oscillations is measured and the inverse value,
frequency, is the ωcp. This ωcp becomes the ω0 and the plant model parameters KGID, Td
are identified through system characterization at ω0 using equations (6) and (7).
Finally, the user has free choice over γ. The figures in Section 3.2 show what varying
γ does to the margins (i.e. robustness) and the bandwidth (i.e. speed of system). If the
system’s response is not desirable, all one does is change the choice of γ (thereby changing
the PID controller gains as described in (15); no other plant identification step at other ω0
values is necessary, i.e. the values of KGID, Td are fixed after system characterization.
The downside here is that since γ isn’t chosen to guarantee any design metric, the
actual PM, GM, and BW will not match the theoretical values in the previous figures.
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3.5 Design Approach (DA) 2: Design for Closed-loop Bandwidth (BW)
This design approach serves to refine Design Approach 1 by assigning ω0 to be the desired
closed-loop bandwidth. As it turns out, not all closed-loop bandwidths are assignable.
Therefore, an acceptable range for ω0 will be developed.
A phase margin minimum of 45◦ is a typical industry goal, and with that in mind, a
lower bound of the acceptable ω0 values will be established. Looking at Figs. 6 and 4, a
PM of 45◦ corresponds to γ = 2, which also corresponds to an ωBWTd = ω0Td value of
approximately pi/2. Looking at the phase of the GID plant (the theoretical case):
6 P (jω0) = 6
(
KGID
jω0
e−jω0Td
)
= −pi/2− ω0Td,
together with ω0Td < pi/2 from above, leads to the following bound on the plant phase:
6 P (jω0) > −pi.
In addition, a GID model has phase strictly less than −pi/2 due to the integrator. Thus,
to ensure that KGID and Td can be chosen to match the GID model to the plant at ω0,
the plant phase must satisfy 6 P (jω0) < −pi/2. These requirements bound the acceptable
range of plant phases at ω0 (thereby bounding ω0) as:
− pi < 6 P (jω0) < −pi/2. (16)
The ω0 associated with the value of 6 P (jω0) = −pi is the plant’s phase crossover
frequency, the same as determined from the Ziegler-Nichols analysis. The ω0 associated
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with the value of 6 P (jω0) = −pi/2 can be found using a modified relay feedback experiment,
with the controller appended with an integrator [53].
With this bound on ω0 defined, now the design process can be described. First, a desired
closed-loop bandwidth, ω0, is chosen within the range detailed in (16). The frequency
response of the plant is then identified at this frequency via system characterization - the
parameters of the GID model are selected using (6) and (7). Finally, the value of γ is
selected to assign ω0 as the closed-loop bandwidth. This is achieved using the theoretical
plot of ωBWTd vs. γ, Figure 6. Since the plant is matched to the GID model at this
frequency, the bandwidth is guaranteed to be assigned exactly.
If the system’s response needs to be modified post-hoc, a new ω0 must be chosen, which
then indirectly chooses a new γ. This adds additional overhead, requiring a new system
characterization step for every new ω0. Despite this, the user has direct control over the
bandwidth, or speed, of the response.
3.6 Design Approach (DA) 3: Design for Phase Margin (PM)
Sometimes closed-loop bandwidth is not the best design parameter. With that in mind, it
is possible to modify design approach 2 to design for a another common systems metric:
phase margin. Unfortunately, it is not possible to design for GM as the ω0 associated
with the phase crossover frequency (where the GM is measured) will violate the bounds
described in (16).
The parameter γ is easy to ascertain - simply read off the plot of PM vs γ, Figure 4.
Similar to the previous section, an acceptable range of PM values to assign will also be
developed. As a lower bound, the typical industry goal of 45◦ will be used. To find an
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upper bound, I will utilize the trendline on the plot of PM vs γ for large γ:
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Figure 8: Plot of PM vs γ for large γ. This determines the upper bound on the range of acceptable
values for which to assign PM.
These two ideas bound the acceptable range of PM values to:
PMdes ∈ [45◦, 75◦]. (17)
Now is the process to pick the value of ω0. To assign the correct phase margin, the idea
is to match the frequency response of the GID model to the actual plant at the gain cross-
over frequency of P (s)C(c) (i.e., the frequency at which the phase margin is calculated).
With this in mind, in order to greatly simplify the process, a plot of PM vs ωgcTd is
developed, created in a similar manner to Figure 4 for the theoretical case. This plot can
be seen in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Plot of the quantity PM vs ωgcTd, used in assigning the gain crossover frequency to
assign a desired PM. Plot generated for the theoretical case of GID plant, GID plant model.
Now, the design process is as follows. First, utilizing Figure 9, the value of ωgcTd is
determined from an initial desired PM. Unfortunately, this does not give the gain crossover
frequency directly because the value of Td is still unknown. To address this issue, the
following workaround is developed. Using (7), the phase of the GID model at the cross-
over frequency, ωgc (which is to be determined), is −ωgcTd − pi/2. Therefore, utilizing
the ωgcTd value from Fig. 9, calculate the plant phase, −ωgcTd − pi/2. Using this value,
identify the frequency (x-value on the Bode plot) at which the plant phase is equal to
this value (y-value on the bode plot), which can be accomplished experimentally with the
two-channel relay autotuner described in [54]. This frequency will become ω0 = ωgc. The
GID parameters are then selected as usual using (6) and (7).
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3.7 Illustrative Example
For the following examples, consider the plant:
P (s) =
43e−0.05s
(0.2s+ 1)2
, (18)
which represents an experimentally validated and linearized model of a turbocharged gaso-
line engine from wastegate to boost pressure.
3.7.1 Design Approach 1
First, the value of ωcp is found to be 13.8 rad/s. This becomes ω0. Next, say we want a
relatively fast system and don’t care about the margins as much, so select γ = 2. Since we
have chosen the parameters ω0, γ directly, the GID model parameters can be found from
Equations (6), (7), and the PID gains can be found from (15).
This results in a system with PM = 41.3◦, GM = 9.18 dB, and BW = 14.4 rad/s. Say
we wanted higher margins instead - with this design approach we have the opportunity to
easily change γ for a better response. For example, a γ = 4 results in: 67.5◦ PM, 12.9 dB
GM, and 9.60 rad/s BW.
To visualize the above, below is the open-loop Bode plot, illustrating the matching of
the GID-based PˆC to the actual plant’s PC:
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Figure 10: Open loop Bode plots of both the 2nd order system with GID designed controller
(PC), and the GID system with GID designed controller (PˆC) identified at ω0 = ωcp ≈ 13.8 rad/s,
post-hoc tuning case.
Finally, to get a better understanding what the changing of γ does to the closed-loop
system, below are step responses of the two closed-loop systems, one for γ = 2, the other
for γ = 4:
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Figure 11: Closed-loop unit step responses of the 2nd order system designed with the GID plant
model, post-hoc tuning case, γ = 2, 4.
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3.7.2 Design Approach 2
Knowing that the maximum assignable ω0 = ωcp value is 13.8 rad/s from the previous
section, select the slightly smaller ω0 = 10. Now perform system characterization to obtain
frequency response data, for the calculation of KGID, Td using (6), (7).
Next, we calculate ω0Td = 1.14, and using Figure 6, γ = 2.68. Finally, the PID gains
can be calculated from (15). These system parameters result in a system with PM = 61.5◦,
GM = 12.6 dB, assigned BW of 10 rad/s.
Below is the closed loop Bode plot for both systems, validating that the GID model is
matched to the plant at ω0 = 10, and the 3dB (closed-loop) bandwidth has been assigned
to ω0.
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Figure 12: Closed loop Bode plots of both the 2nd order system with GID designed controller
(PC), and the GID system with GID designed controller (PˆC) identified at ω0 = 10, design for
BW case. The horizontal dotted line is at -3dB, demonstrating the BW was assigned to ω0 = 10
rad/s.
From this plot, it is evident the bandwidth has correctly been assigned to ω0 = 10. The
phase margin of the system is 63.5◦, greater than the theoretical 47◦ from Figure 4, and
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the gain margin is 13 dB, greater than the theoretical 9dB. These values are not close due
to the GID model not being matched to the actual plant at the crossover frequencies, i.e.
from where the margins are measured.
3.7.3 Design Approach 3
First, select a suitable desired phase margin, PMdes = 55
◦. This is within the range
specified by (17). Now γ can be read off Figure 4, with a value of 3.83. Now comes the
tricky part of selecting ω0. First, read the value of ωgcTd associated with PMdes = 55
off of Figure 9, with a value of 0.39 rad. Now using (7), the phase of the GID model is
−pi
2 − 0.39 = −1.97 rad. Finally, find the frequency (x-value on the plant’s Bode plot)
associated with this phase, this value becomes ω0 = 5.61 rad/s (and is the vertical dotted
line on Figure 13).
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Figure 13: Open loop Bode plots of both the 2nd order system with GID designed controller (PC),
and the GID system with GID designed controller (PˆC) identified at ω0 = 5.61, the gain-crossover
frequency associated with a PM of 55◦. The horizontal dotted lines at -180◦ and -125◦ show that
a PM of 55◦ has correctly been assigned.
This plot shows that the plant has been set equal to GID model at the gain crossover
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frequency, with a PMdes = 55
◦ being assigned. This design results in a GM of 11.89dB,
very close to the theoretical 11.82dB. This is because not only are the phase crossover
frequencies so close together, but at this frequency, the magnitude plots are extremely
close. As Section 4 will show, this is most likely due to the nature of the plant: this plant
has no complex poles or zeros, which produces a very well-behaved (and close-to-GID)
Bode plot.
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4 Monte Carlo Analysis for the Case of
Plant-Model Mismatch
4.1 Executive Summary
As the literature shows, IMC has been proven to work great if the plant dynamics are
close to the plant model’s dynamics. This section hopes to figure out how far from GID
dynamics one can go (within reason) before margins degrade.
With that in mind, a Monte Carlo experiment was devised to observe each design
approach’s success (as compared to the theoretical case) over a wide range of plant param-
eters, chosen to be approximately a factor of 10 greater/less than the validated wastegate
transfer function, (18).
Four general plant styles were chosen, a first order, 2nd order with real poles, 2nd order
with complex poles, and a 2nd order plant with real poles and a zero. For a description
of how the specific plant parameters chosen, see the upcoming subsections. Each design
approach was applied to these plants; approach 1 utilized γ ∈ [2, 10], approach 2 utilized 20
ω0 values associated with the range (16), and approach 3 utilized 10 PMdes values within
the range detailed in (17). These quantities were chosen to generate sufficient data.
This section will create a vast number of plots, all of which can be found in Appendix
B, and only the most interesting plots and data trends will be highlighted in this section.
To provide a sense of all the overall trends in a single plot, see the plot below of mean GM
for every case:
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Figure 14: Mean GM for all cases. DA = Design approach, Th = theoretical case, i.e. from Figure
5. These values were arrived at by averaging all the GM values obtained from the MC analysis.
This plot shows that on the average, the four plant types looked at will perform compa-
rably to one another, and deviate not too far from the theoretical best-case scenario. This
data here does not tell the full story, however. Much of the larger-than-theoretical values
are associated with many lower-than-theoretical values. On the whole though, this data
indicates this technique as fairly effective for each of the plants tested. Negative margins
were only experienced in the Design Approach 3 cases, and will be explained in Section
4.3. This means that (nearly) all cases tested are stable, with fairly high mean GM.
All metric vs γ plots can be found in Appendix B. The general synopsis is that the ex-
perimental data follow the general trends of higher γ, higher margins and lower bandwidth.
In addition, the more complicated the plant (more poles/zeros, especially complex ones),
the larger the spread of these values, with some (a minority but still not insignificant) going
unstable, as stated previously.
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4.1.1 Monte Carlo End Condition
With any Monte-Carlo analysis (and especially with this one), an important question to
ask is ‘when will I have simulated enough data/systems’? There exist numerous techniques
to determine this in the literature, many of which are summarized in [55].
Here, I looked at the phase margin variation, and approximated the standard error
of its mean (SEM) via bootstrapping [56]. I stopped sampling random systems when the
SEM was less than 1% of the mean. In practical terms, at the tail end of the sampling,
the mean PM for the 1st order case varied by less than 1◦:
Figure 15: Running mean of the PM, for the 1st order case, γ = 3. Lower plot is zoomed, note
the convergence and minimal amount of variance.
I made sure to apply this process for every Monte Carlo experiment. However, for the
case where PM is designed for/is assigned - the algorithm had to be modified slightly -
GM was used as the ending parameter and the end condition was increased to 5% due to
numerical timeouts. For a more complete description of this process, see Appendix A.
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4.1.2 Discussion of the real margins/bandwidth
An indirect result of this analysis has been an in-depth discussion about how we define
margins and the 3dB bandwidth - at the first ωcp/3dB crossing or the last? This issue
manifests itself as bimodal data - some (measured) data points that are closely grouped to
the theoretical curves, and some that are much lower (or even higher).
This also becomes an issue because it begs the question - how do I verify that the 3dB
bandwidth has been assigned - if design approach 2 picks a bandwidth off of the theoretical
curve and the measured value doesn’t match does that mean the process has not been
accomplished correctly? To make a long story short, due to the multiple crossings, despite
the bandwidth being assigned correctly, the measured 3dB bandwidth (the first crossing)
does not match the theoretical value. This is evident with the following plot of ωBWTd vs
γ for one of the first order case in Section 4.2:
Figure 16: The measured bandwidth (circles) should always fall on the theoretical curve, as the γ
value is picked directly off the curve. However, if you use the strict definition of first 3dB crossing
for bandwidth, you get this bimodal behavior in the data. That is why for all plots of this nature,
I operate under the assumption of picking the 3dB crossing closest to the theoretical curve.
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The multiple crossings can be seen within the Bode plot of an example system falling
in the lower section:
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Figure 17: This CL bode plot demonstrates the discrepancy observed in the previous figure. The
horizontal dotted line is at -3dB.
With this in mind, the following tweak is implemented - for measuring 3dB bandwidth,
pick the 3dB crossing closest to the theoretical one. For measuring margins, since the first
crossing is most important for these metrics (where is the first point of instability?), I will
stick with using the accepted definition of first crossover frequency to measure margins.
4.2 First Order Case
Consider a plant of the form:
k
τs+ 1
e−sT . (19)
For this case (and all other cases containing gain k, time constant τ , and delay T ), the
parameter k is uniformly distributed over the region [4, 400], and the parameters τ and T
are logarithmically distributed over the region [0.03, 3] and [0.01, 1], respectively. This is to
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have uniform pole distribution across the interval. This is accomplished by first generating
x ∈ [log(0.03), log(3)] and y ∈ [log(0.01), log(1)] uniformly and then letting τ = 10x and
T = 10y. In addition, systems whose delay was greater than their time constant (T > τ)
were rejected due to this behavior not being common in physical systems.
4.2.1 Design Approach 1
Figure 18 shows the box plots of ωBWTd, PM and GM of the systems, respectively, as a
function of the tuning parameter γ for Design Approach 1. The theoretical curves are also
superimposed.
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Figure 18: 1st order case, DA1.
It can be seen that the gain and phase margins are positive, with mean very close to,
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if not better than, the theoretical case.
In fact, for the case of GM, the random systems are closely grouped around the the-
oretical curve. This is because for Design Approach 1, the GID model is set equal to the
randomly generated plant at the plant’s phase crossover frequency, which can be shown to
be close to the phase crossover frequency of PC. Because of this, and the fact that 1st
order systems do not have the more complicated dynamics (indicating one phase crossover
frequency instead of multiple), the GM values are closely grouped around the theoretical
curve.
4.2.2 Design Approach 2
Figure 19 shows the plots of the stability margins for Design Approach 2. Again, the
phase margins exceed the theoretical values and gain margins do not dip below the typical
benchmark of 6 dB. Note that a plot of BW is not provided as bandwidth is assigned
exactly - for this plot, see Appendix B.
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Figure 19: 1st order case, DA2.
As an aside, coming to grips with a choice of ω0 can feel very arbitrary. At best, one
has a choice over ω0 relative to the ωcp. But how does one know if one bandwidth is better
than another? How do you compare the choice of bandwidth?
That is why I’d like to introduce one more metric for analysis for design approach
2. Call this the error of the choice of ω0. The idea here is that even though there is
an inherent relationship between bandwidth and speed of response, the choice of ω0 is
still fairly arbitrary. With that in mind, define error in terms of the closed loop transfer
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functions: ∥∥∥∥∥ PC1 + PC − PˆC1 + PˆC
∥∥∥∥∥
2
, (20)
where ||.||2 is the H2 norm. In order to normalize the data, the resulting difference
was divided by the H2-norm of the second term in the difference, creating a value relative
to the theoretical, perfect-GID-model case. This analysis can only be applied to Design
Approach 2, as no other design technique allows free selection of ω0. The idea here is to
provide a quantitative value on what could be considered the best choice of ω0, in terms of
closeness to the theoretical case.
With that in mind, for all the randomly generated systems in this Monte Carlo section,
the following curve can be generated:
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Figure 20: Value of the normalized error as a function of choice of ω0, 1st order case for Design
Approach 2.
Each tick on the x-axis represents that percentage of the feasible range of ω0, as de-
scribed in (16). These data indicate that the closer the assigned bandwidth, ω0, is to ωcp,
the closer the closed-loop dynamics will perform to the theoretical case.
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4.2.3 Design Approach 3
Finally, Figure 21 displays the margins for design approach 3. The plot of PM can be
found in Appendix B.
Figure 21: 1st order case, DA3.
Gain margins are still high, but are lower than Design Approach 2. The ωBWTd values
are closely grouped around the theoretical curve, but are not exact due to the lack of a
guarantee on bandwidth when phase margins are assigned.
Overall, for all 1st order systems considered, each design approach performs well, with
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no unstable systems and acceptable margins (that will on occasion dip below the industry
standards but are acceptable on the average). These data would indicate that any design
approach can be applied to a reasonable 1st-order plant, in terms of closeness to (18).
4.3 Second Order cases
Below are the transfer functions used for this section of the analysis:
Second Order Case with Real Poles For this case, plants are of the form:
k
(τ1s+ 1)(τ2s+ 1)
e−sT . (21)
Second Order Case with Complex Poles For this case, plants are of the form:
kω2n
s2 + 2ζωns+ ω2n
e−sT . (22)
And ωn was treated like τ in the previous cases, varying logarithmically over the interval
[0.03, 3]. The parameter ζ was varied uniformly over [0, 1]. For this case, systems were
rejected if ωnt > 1.
Second Order Case with a Zero Finally the effects of a zero were analyzed. Plants
are of the form:
k(τ3s+ 1)
(τ1s+ 1)(τ2s+ 1)
e−sT . (23)
The zeros looked at were all in the left-half of the complex plane, nonminimum-phase
dynamics were ignored.
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The general story here is that the added complexity of poles/zeros will shift the Bode
plot’s crossover values further away from the theoretical ones. Sometimes, this works to our
advantage - sometimes the margins vastly exceed their theoretical counterparts. However,
despite this, there is much more spread in the values than the 1st order case.
Most notably, some of the systems actually go unstable. See the complex poles, DA3
case GM plot below:
Figure 22: Plot of GM vs γ for the 2nd order case with complex poles, design approach 3.
Looking at two systems’ step responses; one in the γ ≈ 6 column with slightly negative
margins (right), and the same system but with a smaller γ value (γ ≈ 5 column), but with
slightly positive margins (left):
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Figure 23: Step responses of a system with slightly positive GM (left), and slightly negative GM
(right).
Figure 23 indeed confirms that some of the systems have gone unstable. To explain
this, take a look at this system’s Bode plot and Root locus:
Figure 24: The system in question’s open-loop Bode plot.
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Figure 25: The system in question’s Root Locus plot.
Figure 24 shows a kink in the phase plot of PC around the -180◦ crossing, where the
GM is measured - due to PC’s phase crossover being right where the magnitude plot goes
positive, you get a negative GM (instability).
Figure 25 confirms my suspicions - there exists a very small window of gains that make
the system stable. This is why, for the same system, γ ≈ 5 (lower gain) was stable, but
γ ≈ 6 (higher gain) was unstable. Indeed, going back to Figure 22, there are no systems
that have negative GM for the smaller γ values (i.e. small PM assignment) - the gain
associated with these values keeps the closed-loop system stable.
In summary, for first order plants, any DA can be applied. However, with more com-
plicated plants, it becomes harder to predict the behavior of the system, and with DA3, it
is possible for the system to go unstable. As a final note, the previous implementation of
these design techniques on the second-order turbocharger system performed well.
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5 Physical Implementation
The three proposed design techniques will now applied to a physical process, the Quanser
QUBETM servo-2 device [57]. A picture of this device can be seen in Figure 26.
Figure 26: Quanser QUBETM servo-2 device.
The system is a brushless DC motor controlled by an input voltage. The direct output
is a position, as measured by an optical encoder. In my analysis, I add a derivative filter
to this output in order to control speed, instead of position. This was done to simplify the
analysis. For a full description of the Simulink models used, see Appendix C.
A simple plant identification experiment has revealed the device’s dominant dynamics
are first order, with the following transfer function:
P (s) ≈ 1379
0.18s+ 1
This is used for didactic purposes only; never in the analysis is this P (s) used, instead
the physical device itself is used to gather data.
As demonstrated in Section 3.1, all three design approaches require the selection of two
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parameters: ω0, the frequency at which to match the GID plant to the physical system,
and γ, the tuning parameter.
Once an ω0 is chosen, the plant needs to be identified, i.e. |P (jω0)| and 6 P (jω0) need
to be found. For the plant/model mismatch analysis (Section 4), this is trivial because the
plant transfer function is known. However, when implementing on a physical device, this
data needs to be ascertained experimentally.
The simplest approach is to exploit LTI systems analysis through ‘picking’ a value off
of the Bode plot, in other words, input a sinusoid directly to the plant and measuring
the resulting sinusoid’s gain and phase. This was the approach taken in my work. Other
methods do exist for system characterization, one of the most popular being relay feedback
[52].
5.1 Design for Post-hoc Tuning
In this approach, the design frequency, ω0, is chosen to be the plant’s phase cross-over
frequency, ωcp (recall that phase cross-over frequency is the frequency at which the phase
of the plant is -180 degrees). Thus, we first identify ωcp. This can be done easily through
Ziegler-Nichols analysis [8], which sets the Ki and Kd gains to zero while gradually in-
creasing the Kp gain until sustained oscillations are reached at the output. This process is
illustrated in Figure 27 below.
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Figure 27: A square wave (continuous step input) was input to the closed-loop system, with just
a proportional controller. This gain was increased until sustained oscillations were present at the
output, as evidenced by the plot. To get ωcp, the sinusoid’s period was measured. The resulting
gain of the sinusoid not used in my work, but it is used to compute the standard Ziegler-Nichols
controller [8].
The frequency of these oscillations is ωcp = ω0 ≈ 114 rad/s. Next the model parameters
at this ω0 are found by inputting a sinusoid to the plant and measuring the resultant
sinusoid’s gain and phase values. This is done below in Figure 28. Now the GID model
parameters KGID and Td are selected using (6) and (7).
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Figure 28: System characterization at the phase crossover frequency, ωcp. Lower plot is zoomed.
The nearly 180 degree phase shift confirms that ωcp was found correctly (within measurement error).
Finally, the γ value is chosen to the designer’s liking, and the PID gains are computed
from (15). To get a sense of which γ to select, as dictated from Figures 4, 5, and 6, higher
γ’s generally correspond to lower bandwidth (i.e., slower response) but better robustness
(i.e., higher gain and phase margins).
Below is a plot of a few step responses for PID controllers designed in this way. In addi-
tion, the standard Ziegler-Nichols tuned PID controller is added for a state of comparison,
using the P-controller gain, Ku, associated with sustained oscillations, and the resulting
period of the oscillations, Pu, the PID gains can be calculated [58]:
Kp = 0.6Ku,
Ki = 1.2
Ku
Pu
,
Kd = 0.075KuPu.
(24)
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Figure 29: Sample step responses for design approach 1: design for post-hoc tuning. Smaller γ
indicates faster response but lower margins, as echoed by the theoretical plots.
This figure is nicely tied to Figure 6 in showing speed of the response (BW) as a function
of γ. With a lower choice of γ, it is possible to closely replicate the Ziegler-Nichols PID
controller, and the beauty of this design approach is that it offers the flexibility to change
this response if desired.
5.2 Design for Bandwidth
Next, the process of designing for a desired closed-loop bandwidth was implemented on the
device. Knowing that ωcp is approximately 114 rad/s from the previous section, I choose
two ω0 values slightly smaller than this, and to ensure they are feasible, I verify 6 P (jω0)
is within the bounds described in (16).
For my first choice, I used ω0 = 100 rad/s in order to get a fast response that gave
me enough buffer so that I wasn’t teetering on the boundary condition of 114 rad/s. For
the second value, I wanted to choose a slower response to resemble the choice of γ = 8
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in the previous section, with ω0 = 40 rad/s. These choices of ω0 are associated with a
phase values, 6 P (jω), of 143◦ and 122◦ respectively. Again, to ascertain phase of the plant
experimentally, the process as described in the introduction of this section was used, input
a sinusoid and measure the resulting sinusoid’s gain and phase as compared to the input.
To determine whether these PID gains have correctly assigned a closed-loop bandwidth,
a small-amplitude sinusoid of frequency ω0 rad/s was input to the closed-loop system, and
then the resulting output sinusoid’s gain was confirmed to be 1√
2
of the input sinusoid
(i.e., −3dB). This process is illustrated below in Figure 30
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Figure 30: This plot serves to confirm that the closed-loop bandwidth was assigned. A small-
amplitude (400 deg/s) sinusoid of frequency ω0 = 40 rad/s was input to the closed-loop system and
the output sinusoid’s gain is confirmed to be 1√
2
∗ 400 ≈ 282 deg/s. This process is the equivalent
of finding the -3dB crossing on the system’s Bode plot, but experimentally.
Finally, below are step responses for the chosen ω0 = 100, 40 values:
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Figure 31: Sample step responses for design approach 2: design for closed-loop BW.
The larger choice of ω0 is fairly close to the Ziegler-Nichols controller, as ZN is based
around ωcp, and the lower choice of ω0 demonstrates the amount of depth the designer has
for shaping the system’s step response.
5.3 Design for Phase Margin
I start with two choices for a desired phase margin, PMdes = 50
◦, 60◦. The following data
will be for PMdes = 50
◦. The value of γ can be read off Figure 4 directly, γ = 2.7.
Now, the ω0 needs to be selected. As mentioned previously, this will be the frequency
associated with the phase of −pi/2 − ωgcTd, or −119.5◦. To find this ω0, the two-channel
relay autotuner in [54] could be used; however, I opted to use sinusoidal inputs at the
plant of increasing frequency until the desired output phase was reached, with ω0 ≈ 38
rad/s. The gain and phase of the plant were then measured at this frequency (system
identification). These values were 6 P (jω0) = −119.4◦, and |P (jω0)| = 227.5. Finally, the
GID model was identified from these values and the PID gains were determined from (15).
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To measure the PM experimentally, a sinusoid was input to the open-loop system
(controller and plant) at the input frequency of ω0. Because ω0 was chosen to be the
gain-crossover frequency, this ω0 should be where the gain of the system is equal to 1 and
the phase is used to measure the PM. The resulting output sinusoid had a gain of 1.07
and a phase of −134.5◦, indicating a phase margin of −(−180 + 134.5) = 45.5◦, which is
within operator/measurement error of the desired 50◦. A plot of the resulting sinusoid can
be seen below in Figure 32. For more details and the Simulink model used to measure PM
experimentally, see Appendix C.
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Figure 32: This plot confirms that the PM was correctly assigned to 50◦, within operator error.
The input sinusoid has a frequency, ω0 = ωgc ≈ 38 rad/s. Since ωgc is where the PM is measured,
the output sinusoid should have a gain of 1 (which it does), and the phase margin is the difference
between 180 and the phase of the output waveform.
Finally, below are a couple step responses for this system, for PMdes = 50
◦, 60◦. These
values were chosen to be within the range of acceptable PM values, as described by (17).
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Figure 33: Sample step responses for design approach 3: design for PM.
The steps responses shown here are very similar to the previous sections’ steps, with the
added benefit of the operator having assigned the useful metric of phase margin throughout
the process. This process should be implemented only if post-hoc modification of the step
is not desired, as this process is the most labor-intensive.
5.4 Summary
These experiments have confirmed and validated the three design paradigms as effective
means for calculating PID gains. Designing for post-hoc tuning is the easiest to accomplish
and is the most user-friendly, in offering the option to tune the response with a single
parameter. The latter two methods, while requiring more steps, are able to ensure desirable
metrics on the closed-loop system.
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6 Conclusions and Future Work
The control of boost pressure within the turbocharger is a difficult problem, and engi-
neers much smarter than me have laid the foundation of using the gain-scheduled PID
controller topology to tackle it. Morari, Ziegler/Nichols, and others made picking these
PID gains much easier. Using the IMC tuning fundamentals, this thesis made it even easier
for the control engineer to pick these PID gains, with (3) new approaches to the tuning
methodology.
These methods were investigated via Monte Carlo analysis for use with plants not sim-
ilar to the original use-case of boost pressure. In general, the technique works best for first
order systems, and the addition of complex poles or a zero will cause variation and degra-
dation in the margins. Finally, teehe Monte Carlo work was extended by implementing the
designs on the Quanser QUBETM Servo-2 device, confirming that the scope of the design
is not limited to the automotive realm.
Topics of future research include discrete-time analysis of the design process, further
analysis on the effect of plant/model mismatch, and potentially the analogous extension of
this technique for use with higher-fidelity models.
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Appendices
A Monte Carlo End Condition
No matter what smart method one chooses to describe an end condition for a Monte Carlo
simulation, there will have to be one or multiple assumptions somewhere. Despite using
the fancy technique of approximating the standard error of the mean via bootstrapping, I
still had to decide to say 1% error is acceptable. Moreover, I had to define the nature of
my bootstrapping technique: how many samples over which to take the mean is sufficient?
Entire papers can be written on this subject.
Nonetheless, below is the main concept as implemented:
1. Collect the randomly distributed data (for this work, this was PM)
2. Run the following bootstrapping routine every so often (past a certain threshold, the
number of times I ran this was 5% of that threshold number of samples):
(a) randomly look at a sample size of values without replacement multiple times,
and calculate the mean
(b) Repeat this many times
(c) Compute the standard deviation of the data collected in (b), thus approximating
the standard error of the mean (SEM).
3. Stop when the SEM < 1% of the mean of the data in bullet (a).
Below is the code utilized (again, most of the values are arbitrary and come from
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repeatedly testing the process until the curve in Figure 15 was obtained):
1 % Requires: (1) data for testing of end condition (PM,GM,BW),
2 % assumes no NaN entries
3 % Modifies: nothing
4 % Effects: Randomly looks at a sample size of (1), calculates that mean.
5 % This is repeated many times, and the std dev of those means is
6 % calculated. When this std dev is less than 1% of total mean of
7 % (1), return 1, else return 0. Logic: these calcs approximate the
8 % standard error of the mean, when SEM <1% mean, you have enough
9 % data.
10
11 function out=endMonteCarlo(testArray)
12 sampleSize=700;
13 maxRepeats=2000;
14 if numel(testArray)<sampleSize
15 error('testArray smaller than sample size');
16 end
17 meanFull=mean(testArray);
18 meanArray=nan(maxRepeats,1);
19 for k = 1:maxRepeats
20 samples=datasample(testArray,sampleSize,'Replace',false);
21 meanArray(k)=mean(samples);
22 end
23 sem=std(meanArray);
24
25 if sem ≤ 0.01*meanFull
26 out = true;
27 else
28 out=false;
29 end
30 end
Not shown here is how this subroutine is called. Essentially, the Monte Carlo simulation
runs for 2000 systems straightaway, then every 100 systems after that, this routine is called,
until the standard error of the mean passes the threshold. And due to a numerical tolerance
imposed when calculating the phase crossover frequency, some systems were unable to be
used - meaning I could get 100% of systems calculated but it would take hours, not minutes
to run.
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B Supplemental Monte Carlo Plots
This section displays every metric vs γ plot created from the Monte Carlo analysis. The
goal here is to supplement what was discussed in Section 4. Let DA = design approach.
The bandwidth plots for DA2 (and the PM plots for DA3) should be a direct match of
the theoretical plots, as these values are calculated by reading directly off the curves (and I
use the convention of measuring the 3dB bandwidth closest to the theoretical curve). Any
variation for these plots is due to numerical tolerances within Matlab.
Design approach 1 utilizes box-and-whisker plots where the shaded-in region represents
the interquartile range, and any explicit data points outside the upper and lower quartiles
(whiskers) are larger than 1.5x the interquartile range. The remaining plots are scatter
plots, because with DA2/DA3, γ no longer becomes the independent variable.
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B.1 First Order Case, DA1
Figure 34: 1st order case, DA1.
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B.2 First Order Case, DA2
Figure 35: 1st order case, DA2.
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B.3 First Order Case, DA3
Figure 36: 1st order case, DA3.
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B.4 Second Order Case With Real Poles, DA1
Figure 37: Second Order Case With Real Poles, DA1.
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B.5 Second Order Case With Real Poles, DA2
Figure 38: Second Order Case With Real Poles, DA2.
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B.6 Second Order Case With Real Poles, DA3
Figure 39: Second Order Case With Real Poles, DA3.
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B.7 Second Order Case With Complex Poles, DA1
Figure 40: Second Order Case With Complex Poles, DA1.
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B.8 Second Order Case With Complex Poles, DA2
Figure 41: Second Order Case With Complex Poles, DA2.
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B.9 Second Order Case With Complex Poles, DA3
Figure 42: Second Order Case With Complex Poles, DA3.
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B.10 Second Order Case With a Zero, DA1
Figure 43: Second Order Case With a Zero, DA1.
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B.11 Second Order Case With a Zero, DA2
Figure 44: Second Order Case With a Zero, DA2.
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B.12 Second Order Case With a Zero, DA3
Figure 45: Second Order Case With a Zero, DA3.
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C Simulink Implementation of Designs
This section serves to summarize how I gathered and validated the data on the Quanser
device. The process is fairly straightforward, and Simulink is extremely user-friendly. The
key to this is to remember the three important Quanser blocks: HIL initialize, HIL read,
and HIL write. The combination of the read/write blocks can be viewed as the plant, P (s).
In addition, since the device outputs a position by default (in the form of discrete counts
around the axis of rotation), this value had to be converted to degrees with the conversion
factor, 3602048 deg/counts. Finally, since we wish to control speed, this value needs to be
modified with a derivative filter. The time constant for this filter was determined through
trial-and-error and does a good job of suppressing the noise. The larger the time constant,
the more noise suppression, but the slower the response.
C.1 Step Response
Below is the general method of measuring the step response of the closed-loop system. A
step size of 1000 deg/s was used in this work.
Figure 46: Topology for gathering step response data.
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C.2 Measuing Bandwidth Experimentally
Next Figure 47 shows the general idea behind how to measure bandwidth experimentally.
Note the only difference is the use of a signal generator instead of the step function at the
input. This technique can be seen as picking a value off of the Bode plot, or frequency
response.
A sinusoid is input to the closed-loop system at a frequency of the expected 3dB band-
width, which for design approach 2, will be ω0. If the output sinusoid has a gain of -3dB,
or is 1√
2
of the input, then the input sinusoid’s ω0 is indeed the bandwidth. A background
of the origin and development of 3dB bandwidth can be found in [44].
Figure 47: Topology for measuring closed-loop bandwidth experimentally.
C.3 Measuring Phase Margin Experimentally
Finally, Figure 48 demonstrates how phase margin can be measured experimentally. Note
how the system is now open-loop, as this is how PM is defined.
Phase margin is defined as:
− (−180◦ − T (jωgc)) ,
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where ωgc is the gain crossover frequency, or the frequency where the gain is 1 (0dB),
and T (jω) is the open-loop transfer function [44]. For my analysis, this will be P (jω)C(jω),
where P is the Quanser device and C is the PID controller.
Since design approach 3 effectively assigns the gain crossover frequency, all I have to
do is measure the system’s phase at this frequency, ω0, and add 180 degrees. Again, to do
this, a sinusoid was used at the input and the phase was measured by the output sinusoid’s
phase.
Figure 48: Topology for measuring phase margin experimentally.
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